Licence
and technical information
queuescape is virtual recreation of an imaginary retro
synthesizer programmed in Native Instruments Kontakt
sampler, you need full version of Kontakt 4.2 or newer
to make it work.
You are licensed to use this device and samples
which come with it, in the creation of a recorded or
live sound performance, free or commercial, without
paying any additional license fees or providing source
attribution.
Please DO NOT: include provided samples or script in
any music library or sample library; sell, repackage
or re-distribute the samples or sampler programs.
USE AT YOUR OWN RISK! This device is provided
‘as is’ and there is no warranty of any kind. It is
experimental device, there is no guarantee it will
produce any pleasant of useful results.

Queuescape
Queuescape is device designed to quickly create
evolving combinations of sounds in Kontakt. It has
a number of sample groups, being called oscillators.
Each oscillator has a set of parameters, volume,
filters cutoff and resonance, tuning and effects
send levels, each parameter of each oscillator has
a dedicated 16 step sequencer. You can pick one of 9
transition shapes for each oscillator, the parameter
change between step values can be smooth, with
various curves, or sharp (instant parameter change
at programmed time). Queuescape comes with number of
single cycle waveforms, but you can have any sample
group acting as an oscillator. Each oscillator can have
it’s cluster of sequencers running at different speed.
There are two models, model 20 and model 10. The only
difference is the number of available oscillators (20
or 10), so this document will address both models.
Queuescape user interface has two sections, multipurpose touch screen display on the left and set of
knobs and buttons on the control panel to the right.

selecting
and activating an oscillator
Having many oscillators working simultaneously can be
cpu intensive. Each oscillator is producing a voice
per note. so if you had e.g. 10 oscillators playing,
a three note chord would produce 30 voices. To make
it more usable, oscillators which cannot generate
any audible sound according to current program, are
deactivated. the first program sequence, ‘volume’
determines if the oscillator is active or inactive.
If all steps are set to value of zero, oscillator is
inactive, the device will not send notes to oscillator
group. If any of the steps is set to value greater than
zero, the oscillator is active.
In start-up state, oscillator 1 is active and other
oscillators are off. At the bottom of display there are
oscillator switches, use them to select oscillator for
editing. you can draw a volume sequence to activate
the oscillator, or use reset osc button to quickly set
it up. RESET OSC works in toggle manner, press once to
reset all oscillator program to default and set volume
to a steady level activating the oscillator. Press
again and oscillator will be reset and turned off, by
clearing volume sequence.
It would be hard to remember which of 20 oscillators
are currently on and which are off. Use select button
on display to switch to next active oscillator.

Engine settings
Queuescape doesn’t use Kontakt’s modulators to apply
transition between steps. It calculates parameters
values and sets them according to program and engine
frequency. Frequency can be set with precision knob,
in sequence section. At default frequency, parameters
are being set 100 times per second. Setting higher
frequency may produce smoother transitions at cost
of cpu load. Reducing frequency, will make transition
steps more apparent. It can be easily heard when
changing pitch. If you have tune program set, at low
engine frequency you will get a kind of synthetic
glissando instead of a pitch sweep.
Rate knob sets the sequencer speed. That is, how
fast will it go to the next sequence step. Oscillator
sequence speed is relative to engine speed, so
manipulating rate knob will affect the speed of whole
program. You can assign it to mod wheel and tweak
while playing. Effective sequence speed depends on
both rate and frequency, so when you change engine
frequency, the machine will adjust engine rate setting
to keep the current speed.
Sync button will synchronize frequency and rate with
current tempo. Rate knob will set sequence speed to a
fraction of note length.
Start and length knobs control the size and position
of the sequence. You can set shorter sequence period
than 16 steps and move it through the program. These
settings can be automated or manipulated while
playing. they apply to all oscillators.

Volume envelope

glide and monophonic mode

Queuescape has standard AHDSR volume
envelope per oscillator and additional
delay stage. When delay is set, the
machine will wait for specified
time, before sending the note to
oscillator. When volume envelope apply
to the instrument as a whole, a delay
stage is pointless, But when there
are independent envelopes for each
oscillator, it can be used to create
more complicated sounds.

There are controls for standard glide effect, which as volume
envelope works per oscillator. Glide amount is the intensity of
the effect, when the knob is set fully counter-clockwise, the
effect if off. Glide speed is the speed of pitch sweep, counterclockwise setting is the fastest. As envelope knobs, these work
for selected oscillator, unless global switch is on, in which case
they apply to all oscillators.

Technically the delay is not an
envelope stage, it will simply
delay triggering the note. so when
the key is released and a delayed
oscillator hasn’t been triggered yet,
it will remain silent, even if other
oscillators are still in release stage.
Delay stage knob and AHDSR knobs are
located in the bottom right corner
of the control panel, labelled as
‘envelope’.
Normally manipulating a knob
will affect settings of currently
selected oscillator. However you can
apply a setting to all oscillators
simultaneously, using global switch.
When it’s on, changing an envelope
setting will cast this setting to
all oscillators. It will have similar
effect when used with other settings.

Mono button will activate/deactivate monophonic mode. In
monophonic mode, as opposed to polyphonic, when a key is being
held, pressing another key will change the pitch of current note,
instead of triggering a new note. Tweaking speed knob, will affect
the speed of pitch sweep between notes, in the same way as glide
speed. When releasing a key the pitch will return to the value of
newest key, in other words, the machine will remember the order of
pressing the keys and track them back.
Monophonic mode controls are grouped with glide controls, but
the effects are independent. Also monophonic mode works globally,
affecting all oscillators, while glide settings can be set per
oscillator.
Monophonic mode is dependant on engine frequency. at higher
frequencies, the transition between notes will sound like
synthesizer protamento. At low engine frequencies, the pitch steps
can be heard, and the effect will sound like a kind synthetic
glissando, resembling special effects in old videogames.
Also monophonic mode can be limited to a keyboard range. So You
can play polyphonic melody with one hand and monophonic portamento
with the other. Keyboard range controls are located on display
effects edit page, activated by ‘edit fx’ button. The range knobs
will appear under the synthesizer logo, when monophonic mode is
active. For easier editing, Monophonic keyboard range will be
coloured cyan on kontakt’s virtual keyboard.

oscillator settings

Waveforms

there is a set of green knobs and buttons, labelled
‘oscillator’. These are oscillator general settings.

Queuescape comes with a set of single cycle waveforms.
There are standard waveforms: sine, triangle, saw,
square, less common pulse and impulse train, which had
been digitally generated. There are also more complex
waveforms named analog, which had been generated with
analog synthesizer.

Solo button will put selected oscillator in solo mode.
Only selected oscillator can be heard. it’s purpose is
to help tweaking a program and it’s state is not being
saved in any way.
SHIFT switch will affect oscillator tuning, which can
be shifted octave up or down.
KEY-RANGE knobs can be used to limit the keyboard
range for selected oscillator. they can be used to
easily create keyboard splits.
Invert button is simply a phase inversion. in model
20, where some oscillators share the same waveform,
you can easily test it. reset both oscillators, invert
phase in one of them and they will null each other.
Global switch will affect those settings, with obvious
exception of solo button.

Model 20 has alternative set of exotic waveforms cut
from acoustic recordings, like bicycle horn, car engine
or penny whistle.
Model 20 also has two noise oscillators, oscillators
19 and 20, which also have acoustic alter ego, noise of
a waterfall and a mountain stream. Those oscillators do
not react to note pitch and are set to start at random
sample point to avoid flanging effect.
in Model 20 there is additional control button alter,
to switch the oscillator to alternative acoustic
waveform. Default waveform set is doubled, so you have
copies of nine basic waveforms plus two noise samples,
With alternative set of 18 waveforms and 2 alternative
acoustic noise loops. There are 40 sample groups, of
which 20 can play simultaneously.

programming sequences
Each oscillator has 17 parameters which can be
sequenced. You can edit sequences manually, drawing
them with light pen, generate random patterns or
transform them in many ways.
All sequences wouldn’t fit comfortably on machine’s
display, so they have been split to pages. You can
switch pages, using CTRL/FX display button.
Parameters on first page are: volume, panorama, hi-pass
filter cutoff, selectable filter cutoff and resonance,
comb filter cutoff and resonance and saturation.
Volume sequence has been mentioned already, if it’s
empty, the oscillator is disabled to save computing
power. This sequence modulates initial volume of the
oscillator.
Panorama sequence modulates oscillator position in
stereo field.
Now, there are 6 sequences modulating filter
parameters. Apart from modulating the parameters,
the filters can be bypassed completely. Filter power
buttons are located on control panel in section
labelled filters. Blue light indicates the filter
is active, when the button is white, the filter is
disables, even though it’s values are being modulated
by the sequencer. Filter buttons work per oscillator
and are affected by global switch.
Apart from hi-pass, comb filter and saturation, you
can activate one of three types of filters for the
oscillator - 4 pole low pass, 4 stage ladder or p53
filter. active filter will be modulated by filter cutoff
and filter resonance sequences.

Sequences on the second page are tune, instability,
dry level and effects send levels. Plus a hidden
fine-tune sequence.
Tune sequence will modulate the oscillator tuning
in the range of +/- 12 semitones. You can use it to
program pitch sequence within a single note. Note that
no sequence is being re-triggered by note message,
they are all running in a loop, restarting on host
start message. Tune sequence has a special snap mode,
when it’s activated, sequence program will be aligned
to semitones, also all changes to the program will
snap to semitones from now on.
Next to Tune sequence program there is fine button,
it will swap tune sequence with finetune sequence on
display. Fine tune sequence has range of +/- 6 cents,
it can be used to slightly de-tune the oscillator.
It runs a separate sequencer and it’s effect is
cumulative with tune sequence, instability sequence
and shift setting.
instability sequence is yet another pitch modulator,
it acts like randomly drifting finetune setting.
Sequence program modulates the amount of the effect.

effects

transition shapes

The machine is equipped with 5 effects rack: phaser,
flanger, chorus, delay and reverb. The effects settings
are global and each oscillator has sequences for
modulating send levels to each effect. On top of that
there is dry level sequence.

Queuescape can modulate parameters between sequence
steps according to selected shape. The most simple
shape is square, in this mode a parameter is being set
to new value when at the new step point and the value
remains unchanged until another step is reached. When
other shapes are selected, the machine will attempt to
make more or less smooth transition between values.
In default linear mode the machine will calculate
modulation speed and change the modulated parameter
in such manner that when new step is reached the
parameter reaches the value defined in the step.

This architecture makes some strange combinations
possible. You can for example have a dry waveform
mixed with reverb echo of a different waveform, have
one of them having modulated pitch or have them change
places forth and back in time.
When dry sequence and all send level sequences are
set to zero, the oscillator will generate no sound,
even though it will remain active. Initial volume and
filters are applied before sending signal to effect
processors.
To edit effects, switch display to effect edit mode
using edit fx display button. You can now tweak the
effects settings or disable some effects completely.
Display button labelled power will turn the effect
on/off. If power switch is off, any signal sent to the
effect will be muted. You can also disable dry signal
output using display button bypass dry, try it when
generating random patches. Sometimes it sounds more
interesting when dry output is muted.
There are two more effects related display buttons.
Randomize effects will apply random values to all
settings of active effects. disabled effects will be
skipped. Lock effects button will protect effects
settings from being overwriten when generating random
program, loading a saved patch or resetting the device.

On the control panel in transition section there is
type knob. you can use it, to apply transition shape
to sequences. Above the knob there is a small display
visualizing the selected shape. on virtual machine you
can click on the shape to select it from a drop-down
menu. Each sequence can have it’s own shape assigned.
When you select new oscillator the display will be
set to the shape of volume sequence. Notice that there
is pick display switch next to each sequence. if you
change the state of a pick switch, the display will be
set to the shape of relevant sequence.
When all pick switches are off, changing the shape will
apply to to all sequences of selected oscillator or to
all sequences of all oscillators, if global switch is
on. When some pick switches are on, changing shape will
only apply to picked sequences of selected oscillator,
or to picked sequences of all active oscillators, if
global switch is on. Changing display view to edit fx,
will clear all pick switches, you can use it to quickly
erase picks.

transition shapes
here’s the list of available transition shapes with
graphical presentation of how the parameters are being
modulated on example program.

linear

sinusoidal

square

parabolic

inverse parabolic

linear x2 + hold

Note that not all
parameters work
in linear way.
For example for
volume, PARABOLIC
TRANSITION WILL
SOUND MORE LIKE
LINEAR BY EAR.

linear X16 MODE
sounds ALMOST
SQUARE AT FAST
SPEEDS.

linear x8 + hold

linear x16 + hold

8 step ladder

8 STEP LADDER IS
APPROXIMATION OF
EFFECT YOU WOULD
GET BY SETTING
THE ENGINE
FREQUENCY LOW.

transition, precision
and speed
The transition is being made in a
series of small steps in between
sequence steps, according to engine
frequency and rate. Engine frequency
defines, how often the small steps are
being made and rate defines, how many
small steps it takes to reach the next
sequence step. Because the changes in
between steps are being step sequenced
too, at low engine frequencies you will
notice the steps. It’s like having one
of the kind aliasing lfo.
To make it more complicated each
oscillator can be set to a different
speed. Oscillator sequence speed is
derived from engine rate. Fastest
setting is /1, at this setting,
oscillator sequence step frequency is
equal to engine rate. At next setting,
/2, the oscillator sequences are
running at half speed, it takes twice
the time to reach the next step and so
on. The slowest setting is /16, where
it takes 16 times more to make a step.
so /16 oscillator will make one only
step while /1 oscillator will make the
whole 16 step loop. Speed settings are
affected by global switch, when it’s on
you will set the same speed modifier to
all oscillators.

transforming sequences
Apart from drawing sequence program manually you
can transform it using machine transformation tools.
Transformation display buttons are visible next to
pick switches. Transformations will apply to visible
sequences (selected page only), when there are picked
sequences transformations will apply only to picked
ones. If global switch is on, transformation will apply
to all active oscillators, with respect to picked
sequences. E.g. if you pick volume sequence, turn global
switch on and apply a transformation, volume sequences
and only volume sequences of all active oscillators
will be affected. Also transformations are limited to
sequence length, if you decrease sequence length and
change the sequence start position, transformations
will only apply to visible part of the sequence.
the list of available transformations:
clear - as in reset, it will fill selected sequence
with default values.
level - will copy the value of the first step to other
steps in sequence.
vector - will make transition between first and last
value in the sequence.
flip - reverse the order of selected sequence.
mirror - will copy first half of the sequence over the
second half in reversed order.
double - copy values of odd steps to even steps.
slide - slide selected sequence one step to the right,
last step value will move to the first position.

comb - increase every odd step value, decrease every
even step value.
flux - modify each value by a small random amount.
rand - fill sequence with random values.
comp - compress sequence, decrease the amplitude of
the whole sequence.
EXP - expand sequence, increase amplitude of the whole
sequence.
rise - increase all values by the same amount.
fall - decrease all values by the same amount.
fade - apply fade effect, first value in sequence is
unaffected the last is decreased almost to zero.
There are also copy and paste buttons, which behave
slightly different. Obviously copy will copy sequence
data to memory and paste will copy it back from memory.
These also work on sequence range set by start and
length knobs. so you can use them e.g. to multiply a set
of values over the same sequence.
The difference of copy/paste transformation is
functionality of pick switches and global switch. When
pick switches are off, copy/paste will apply not only
to visible sequences, but to all oscillator sequences.
When global switch is on, along with sequence program,
other oscillator settings will be copied. So when
pick switches are off and global switch is on, all of
oscillator settings are being copied.

SYNCHRONIZATION WITH HOST

reset, randomize, shuffle

the MACHINE SEQUENCER IS SYNCHRONIZED WITH ENGINE
COUNTER, IT WILL RESTART WHEN HOST STARTS PLAYBACK.
it WILL ALSO ATTEMPT TO SYNCHRONIZE WITH HOST
PLAYBACK POSITION, IF IT IS TRIGGERED IN THE MIDDLE OF
RECORDING. YOU WILL NOTICE THAT SEQUENCE PLAY POSITION
WILL JUMP AROUND THE SEQUENCE WHEN CHANGING ENGINE
RATE, IT IS SIDE EFFECT OF TRANSPORT SYNCHRONIZATION.

There is set of red button on control panel, labelled
as program.

when CHANGING ENGINE RATE, SEQUENCE START POSITION OR
LENGTH, OR LOADING NEW PROGRAM, THE MACHINE WILL NOT
SET NEW VALUES IMMEDIATELY. it WILL RECALCULATE AND TRY
TO CATCH UP WITH NEW PROGRAM ON NEXT CHECKPOINT, THAT
IS PROGRAM STEP. this IS WHY IT TAKES A MOMENT UNTIL
CHANGES MADE TO THE PROGRAM CAN BE HEARD.

sustain pedal
the machine will react to sustain pedal messages.
When sustain pedal is on, note off messages will be
postponed until the pedal is released. There are two
sustain pedal related switches on edit fx display page.
Polarity switch will simply inverse pedal polarity.
CC64 > monomode switch will change pedal functionality.
When activated, sustain pedal will control monophonic
mode switch. press polarity switch to change it’s
behaviour from toggle to press and hold.
Pressing CC64 > monomode switch will generate note off
message for all active notes. If by chance, you get
stuck notes, it can act as panic button.

Reset button will reset the device, all oscillator
programs and settings will be set to default values.
Effects will be reset unless they are locked with
lock button. Only settings not affected by reset
procedure are engine rate, frequency and sync mode.
After resetting, if global switch is off, the first
oscillator will be activated. If global switch is on,
all oscillators will be inactive and the machine will
be muted.
Random button will call up randomizing procedure.
If global switch is off, it will randomize selected
oscillator, if global switch is on, it will pick a
random number of oscillators and randomize them.
Other oscillators will be unaffected, so randomizing
will modify existing program, rather than create a
completely new one. To create a fresh random patch,
turn global switch on, press reset (to clear all
sequences) and press random.
Randomizing procedure is a bit more sophisticated than
rand transformation, which simply fills sequence with
random numbers. It will attempt to create somewhat
consistent program.
Random button will also apply random settings to all
effects, unless effects lock switch is active.
Shuffle button will rearrange existing program.
Oscillator program will not be modified in any way,
but re-assigned to a different oscillator. Shuffle
procedure always applies to all oscillators. Global
switch has no effect on its functionality.

memory functions

service page

Queuescape can save or load it’s program. Memory
related controls are located on display edit fx page.

Clicking on queuescape logo on edit fx page will
switch display to service info page. Click on the
logo again to return. On service page there are some
internal values, information on selected oscillator,
including the list of all sequences transition
shapes, the list of last events and transition shape
visualisation tool.

External memory functions will dump or load program
to/from external data storage device. In other words,
they will save program to file, or load a saved
program. There is a number of patches supplied with the
device, they are located in data folder.
INTERNAL MEMORY, works just as saving program to file,
but the program is saved in one of five internal
memory banks. Saved program can be then loaded quickly
while playing, by display button of by key press,
without need to browse files. Each memory bank has
three control buttons. Load button will load previously
saved program from the bank, if no program is saved, it
will do nothing and display ‘memory slot empty’ message.
Save button will save current program to memory slot,
overwriting any previously saved content. FILE BUTTON
will bring forth file load dialogue and load program
directly from file to memory slot, current program will
not be affected by the operation.
select from keyb display button will activate
loading program from memory slots by midi key. The
slider next to it will position key cluster over the
keyboard. Selected keys will stop generating notes
and act as load buttons from now on. The key cluster
will be marked red on kontakt virtual keyboard.
For convenience, last used key, will be marked with
green colour.
Internal memory slots content is not saved, when
saving program to file. However it is saved when saving
Kontakt patch, or when saving a project in host.

mod wheel
mod wheel has been mapped to engine rate with Kontakt
midi automation. It’s just a suggestion, it’s easy to
remove midi assignment and use mod wheel to control
any other parameter using midi learn function.
Some hosts will reset controllers state when playback
stops, as a result it will also reset engine rate. To
avoid this, disable controller reset in host or remove
midi automation (right click on engine rate).

using custom samples
Queuescape oscillators are based on single cycle waveforms,
but in fact you can use any group of samples as an oscillator.
It can be done with just few mouse clicks.
Suppose you’d like to use kontakt factory upright piano
as oscillator 1. Open upright piano patch, click on wrench,
activate group editor and mapping editor. In group editor
section select ‘upright piano’, in mapping editor section
select ‘selected groups only’. Now select ‘select all zones’
from edit dropdown menu. Go to edit dropdown menu again and
pick copy zones. Now exit patch edit mode by pressing the
wrench. Enter queuescape edit mode (the wrench button again),
activate group editor and mapping editor. Select group ‘01
sine’, delete existing zone in mapping editor (right click on
it and choose ‘delete zone’ or just select it and press ‘del’
on keyboard), now select paste zones from edit dropdown menu.
you may want to edit group name for modified oscillator, so
the proper name would appear on display. Double click on group
name and type the name you want, like ‘piano’.
Now you may want to disable channel routing, Go to amplifier,
channel routing and deselect yellow rectangles. normally
queuescape is using a send for dry signal, bypassing insert
effects section completely. if channel routing is not disabled
the signal will double and will sound distorted. Kontakt
enables channel routing send by default when pasting a zone.
Alternatively, you may use insert effects and disable dry send
completely (bypass dry switch). However you would need to set
channel routing for remaining oscillators. After modifying a
zone you may need to save and restart the patch, as Kontakt
will loose UI background on this operation.
To adjust oscillator default volume, select all zones in
mapping editor and adjust volume on zone level.

In model 20 there are 40 groups, groups 1-20
are default waveforms, groups 21-40 are for
alternative waveforms. Groups 19,20,39 and 40 are
noise oscillators, they have tracking disabled,
so it’s best to use them for non-melodic content.

This document ends here. Have fun.
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